AN205148
F²MC 8/16/32-Bit Microcontroller Oscillator Circuit Configuration
This application note provides information and recommendations how to connect external crystals or resonators to
Cypress microcontrollers.

1

Introduction
This application note provides some information and recommendations how to connect external crystals or
resonators to Cypress microcontrollers. In order to achieve a proper and stable clock oscillation the composition of
external circuits, PCB layout design and the microcontroller must be taken into account and evaluated carefully. The
selection of the crystal or resonator depends also on the application requirements and environmental conditions. The
information here given are general guidelines for reference in order to achieve the best solution for customers and
applications requirements. Because specific restrictions of a dedicated microcontroller series might exist, it is
necessary to check additionally the corresponding datasheet and hardware manual of the microcontroller series.

2

Signal Description
The dedicated clock signals are described.

2.1

Main Clock Oscillation
Generally all MCUs offer connection of a main clock oscillation. The dedicated pins for main clock connection are X0,
X1. If an external clock generator is used it will be connected to X0, X1 will be NC in this case. Special restrictions
regarding the oscillation frequency range might exist depending on whether a crystal oscillator or an external clock
oscillator is used. Corresponding specifications are listed in the datasheet of the selected microcontroller series. To
ensure proper operation always check the description about how to connect and use external clock supply in the
corresponding datasheet and hardware manual of the microcontroller series.
The following figure shows the general connection for the main clock crystal connection.
Figure 1. General Main Crystal Connection
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The following figure shows the general connection for an external main clock oscillator.
Figure 2. General Main Clock Oscillator Connection
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2.2

Subclock Oscillation
Some microcontrollers offer additionally the connection of a low frequency subclock. The dedicated pins for subclock
connection are X0A and X1A. The frequency range for the subclock is specified in the corresponding microcontroller
datasheet. Device specific restrictions and frequency ranges might exist and must be considered.
The following figure shows the general connection for the subclock connection.
Figure 3. General Subclock Crystal Connection

3

Selection of Crystal, Ceramic Resonator or RC Oscillation
Recommendations how to select and configure the external oscillation source.

3.1

Introduction
For Cypress microcontrollers generally crystals and ceramic resonators can be used for the main clock oscillator. So
far, RC-oscillation is generally not supported by 16LX and FR series but might be supported with future series.
2
Currently just some specific series within the F MC-8L family support RC-oscillation. Corresponding recommended
RC values can be found in the adequate datasheets.
For subclock oscillation only the usage of crystals is supported. Ceramic resonators are generally not available for
lower frequencies of 100KHz or less.

3.1.1

G e n e r a l i n f o r m a t i o n a b o u t c r ys t a l s a n d r e s o n a t o r s
The choice of oscillator type used in an application depends on the accuracy required. For high precision oscillation
e.g. CAN network applications normally crystals are recommended or special high precision resonators. Additionally
the environmental influences like temperature range must be taken into account. Mostly all manufacturers of crystals
and resonators are offering optimised solutions for e.g. automotive or telecom applications to fulfil application specific
requirements.
General differences between crystal and resonators are listed in the following table. The table is not referencing to
any dedicated crystal or resonator type or manufacturer. Of course versatile types of resonators or crystals exist on
the market exceeding the here listed features.
Table 1. General Features of Crystals and Resonators
Ceramic Resonator

Crystal Resonator

Aging

+/- 3000ppm/year

+/- 10ppm/year

Frequency Tolerance

+/- 2000 – 5000ppm

+/- 10ppm - +/- 50ppm

Oscillator Rise Time

0.01 – 0.5ms

1- 10ms

Quality Factor

100 - 5000

103 - 105
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3.2

Selection of Crystal or Resonator
2

All devices of e.g. the F MC-16LX family offer connection of a main clock oscillation which normally is in the range of
3-24MHz. But this specification depends on the selected microcontroller series. The minimum and maximum values
for the specified frequency range of the external oscillation or clock supply should always carefully be checked with
the datasheet of the corresponding microcontroller series.
When using crystals or resonators a capacitive load must be applied externally (some crystals/resonators types offer
integrated capacitors) according to the requirements of the chosen resonator/crystal. A parallel resonator will not
oscillate with a stable oscillation, if the capacitive load is insufficient. Higher capacitive load normally offers more
stable oscillation. On the other side, if the capacitive load is too high, the oscillation may have problems to start the
oscillation due to drive level dependency of the load. So the selection of the appropriate capacitive load is the solution
for proper accurate clock oscillation. Additionally external capacitors might influence the operating clock frequency of
the crystal, which must be considered as well. Depending on the selected crystal/resonator an additional external
resistor might be recommended in order to tune the drive level to the needs of the oscillator type.
The capacitive load CL of the oscillator circuit, including stray capacitances like the capacitance of the X0, X1 or X0A,
X1A of the microcontroller pins, MCU socket, PCB layout, can be calculated by the equation:
CL = (CL1 * CL2) / (CL1 + CL2) + Cs
In this equation CL1 and CL2 refer to the external capacitors shown in figure 1. Cs is the summarised stray
capacitance. Cs can be estimated for most designs to 5pF – 10pF, but even higher values might exist. If CL1 = CL2 =
CL the equation for CL1 , CL2 can be simplified to:
CL1 = CL2 = 2*(CL – Cs)
Cypress recommends as a reasonable first choice for the main clock C L1 = CL2 = 22pF to 33pF. The value can vary
depending on the selected crystal type. These capacitors should be connected between X0/X1 and GND as shown in
figure 1.
For the subclock the load capacity CL is expected to be about 7pF to 12pF. So the recommendation for C L1 = CL2 is
about 15pF. This value also varies depending on the selected crystal type. Connect the capacitors as shown in figure
3.
As the crystal and resonator oscillation stability and accuracy is a very sensitive topic, Cypress is in close contact with
the main oscillation clock suppliers in order to provide reasonable values for the external components. So for versatile
microcontrollers dedicated crystal/resonator measurements of the suppliers are available and can be provided to
customers. For some microcontrollers some information can be found in the datasheet, which are for reference only.
The recommendations will work well in most applications, however there is no way to provide
general values of the external oscillator components that can guarantee proper operation with all
types of crystal and resonators. Especially application specific PCB layout configurations can
influence these values very much. For this reason special tests and specifications using the original
application are offered by crystal/resonator manufacturers.
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Figure 4. 1 Example of Recommended Resonators Listed in the Datasheet of MB90570 Series

3.3

Specification of Crystal or Resonator
The description in chapter 3.2 is a first step to select a suitable crystal/resonator configuration. This configuration will
work in most applications and environments but there is no way of specifying general values which always will work.
Especially PCB layout and temperature requirements of the application are influencing the parameters. So dedicated
tests are highly recommended and are offered by all crystal and resonators manufacturers. In order to perform these
kind of tests customer offer the PCB of their application and the crystal/resonator manufacturer is performing the tests
with the customers application board. This ensures proper and accurate function of the original system configuration,
taking into account the environmental conditions the tests are performed for.
Cypress is in close contact with main crystal/resonator manufacturers e.g. KDS Daishinku, Kinseki Limited, Murata,
NDK, Telequarz, etc. Adequate reference measurements and reports are available for most microcontrollers or will be
done on special request. In case of need please contact Cypress or your preferred crystal/resonator manufacturer to
get the required reports.
The following figures show the crystal test and specification report of Kinseki Limited for MB90F387S as an example.
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3.4

ROM devices versus Flash devices
Note, that the technology of Mask-ROM and Flash Devices is different. Therefore the crystal tests
have to be done for each technology. As a result, the crystal type can differ for a ROM derivatives of
a Flash device and vice versa!

4

PCB-Layout Recommendations
Recommendations for PCB layout to connect crystal/resonator oscillator.

4.1

Introduction
Based on the example for the 16LX family PCB layout rules and recommendations are shown hereafter. In principle
the same recommendations are valid for FFMC-8L and FR series. For further layout design rules please also check
2
the application note EMC Design Guide F MC-16LX Family.

4.2

General rules for PCB layout design
1.

Use max. trace-width and min. length to connect VSS and VDD µC-pins to decoupling capacitors (DeCap)

2.

Don’t use stub line to connect the DeCap to µC-pins, let flows the noise current direct through pads of DeCap

3.

Use close ground plane direct below MCU package as shield

4.

Use different ground systems for analogue, digital, power-driver and connector ground

5.

Avoid loop current in the ground system, check for ground loops.

6.

Use a star point ground below MCU for analogue and digital ground, use a second star point ground below 5V
regulator for MCU, power-driver and connector ground

7.

Don't create signal loop on the PCB, minimize trace length

8.

Partitione system into analogue, digital and power-driver section

9.

Place series resistor or RC-block for the IO-circuit nearby MCU-pin to reduce the noise on the signal line.

10. Use a capacitor for each connector pin to reduce the noise of external lines, place this capacitor close to
connector pin
Figure 5 shows the oscillator for the Cypress 16-bit family. For best performance, the PCB layout of this circuit should
cover only a very small area. For the layout is recommended a PCB with two or more layers. Make sure to provide
bypass capacitors via shortest distance from X0, X1 pins, crystal oscillator, and ground lines. The lines of the
oscillation circuit should not cross lines of other circuits.
Figure 5. Principle of Main Crystal Clock Oscillator
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4.3

PCB Layout and Design
It is necessary to avoid coupling noise into the power supply of the clock circuit.
The crystal oscillator has to be connected with short lines to X0/X1(X0A/X1A) and Vss. Note that pin X1 (X1A) is the
output of inverter. Particularly this track should have a short length.
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Figure 6. Layout Example for Oscillator Circuit
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a) Layout example for a leaded quartz crystal

b) Layout example for a SMD quartz crystal
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Please also have a look at the Application Note AN-900098-HW_SETUP for further layout recommendations

5

Summary and Conclusion
Final conclusion about selection of suitable resonators/crystals.

5.1

Summary
This application note is giving guidelines and recommendations for the circuit composition and configuration of the
oscillation clock source for Cypress microcontrollers. In general it is impossible to offer general values and
specifications for the oscillation which will work under all environmental and application requirements. Additionally the
PCB layout and PCB material is influencing this specification. For this reasons just reference values can be offered
which work in most cases but do not consider worst case scenarios of e.g. temperature, additional capacitive load on
the PCB.

5.2

Conclusion
For the specification of a crystal or resonator clock source including the specification of the needed external
components it is mandatory, especially for high precision systems and systems requiring highest reliability, to perform
application specific measurements. These measurements are done in cooperation with crystal/resonator
manufactures offering this kind of service. For this purpose Cypress is in close contact will the main manufacturers of
crystal/resonators.
This application note is giving design rules and recommendations for the composition of the oscillation clock source
which will work in most applications but they do not release the system designer from a verification in the original
system. The final qualification has to be done by the customer with his special PCB.
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